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Abstract
The long-term monitoring of cardiovascular signs requires a wearable and connected electrocardiogram (ECG) healthcare
device. It increases user’s comfort and diagnosis quality of chronic cardiac and/or high-risk patients. This paper covers the
enormous data to be transmitted from the ECG device to the physician’s, namely the cardiologist’s, control unit. Existent ECG
devices uniformly sample analog signals and convert them to digital samples which are compressed before data transmission.
However, event-driven sampling simultaneously compresses and samples. Therefore, this paper quantitatively compares suc-
cessive approximation register analog-to-digital converter (SAR ADC) with discrete wavelet transform (DWT) compression
and level-crossing analog-to-digital converter (LC-ADC). Evaluation metrics are the percent root-mean-square difference
(PRD), bit compression ratio (BCR) and data length in bits. When a 12-bit reconstruction is operated on the outputs of an
8-bit LC-ADC with 12-bit and 10-kHz reference counter, the BCR is equal to 80% for 75% of test ECG signals. That is
better than the 71.87% BCR of the 12-bit 1-kHz SAR ADC with DWT compression. The modeled LC-ADC guarantees a
signal quality in terms of PRD comparable to the PRD of the SAR ADC with DWT compression. The data length in bits of
the LC-ADC is lower than the data length in bits of the SAR ADC with more than 14-bit resolution with DWT compression
for 82% of the test ECG signals. However, for lower resolutions, to obtain lower power consumption for radiofrequency
transmission, a better alternative remains the SAR ADC with DWT compression.

Keywords Analog-to-digital converter · Event-driven sampling · Successive approximation of registers · ECG sensor ·
Discrete wavelet transform · Data compression
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1 Introduction

In health care, there are considerable developments in med-
ical devices in order to provide continuously or on-demand
monitoring about thewell-being of the chronic cardiac and/or
high-risk patients [1]. There are also reported works on elec-
trocardiogram (ECG) biometric mode for the identification
and authentication of individuals but also aiming at securing
data and accessing services, as medical ones [2, 3]. Addi-
tionally, American Heart Association (AHA) statistics show
that the coronary heart disease is the leading cause of death
in the USA. In fact, 43.8% of deaths are caused by cardio-
vascular diseases (CVDs) [4]. Therefore, Internet of things
(IoT) healthcare devices, namely electrocardiogram (ECG)
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sensors, become increasingly vital to the twenty-first cen-
tury patients. Increased need for ECG devices is driven due
to rising healthcare costs and increasing rates of CVDworld-
wide. These factors drive the demand for low-cost, reliable
and wearable ECG devices. These devices allow ECG signal
acquisition [5], digital signal processing [6] and data trans-
mission to the remote physician, namely the cardiologist [1],
for abnormal ECG signal analysis [1]. This leads the authors
to focus on ECG signal acquisition but not only ECG fea-
tures extraction. Commercialized wearable ECG devices as
QARDIOCOREbyQardio [7] andwiredECGdevices derive
from 1 to 12 signals, known as leads inmedical context. Each
is composed of the P wave, the QRS complex and then the T
wave.

Currently, the most recent wearable ECG devices are Kar-
diaMobile by AliveCor [8], QARDIOCORE by Qardio [9]
andAppleWatchSeries4byApple [8].KardiaMobile records
a single lead from 30 s to 5 min to detect atrial fibrillation,
bradycardia, tachycardia as well as normal heart rhythm.
Apple Watch Series4 also records a single-lead ECG for 30 s
and detects only atrial fibrillation or normal heart rhythm.
QARDIOCORE, meanwhile, detects heart rate variability
without diagnosis prediction. It records 3 ECG signals or
leads with a 16-bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC) at 600-
Hz sampling frequency. It sends a message via Bluetooth
wireless communication to the connected smartphone. Then,
the smartphone transfers the message to the physician within
few seconds. KardiaMobile’s ADC samples at 300 Hz, then
quantizes and codes each sample on 16 bits. No additional
information is available regarding Apple Watch Series4’s
sampling frequency and ADC resolution.

As an example, the KardiaMobile’s analog-to-digital con-
verter (ADC) delivers a 4.8-kbits message during one second
of conversion for a single signal. In the scientific litera-
ture, to optimize or reduce data transfer, decrease sensors’
power consumption and increase wireless sensor network
lifetime, three research axes have been developed. First,
communication protocols consider the optimization of data
communication between the healthcare sensors or devices,
the patient’s smartphone and the hospital server [10]. Second,
radiofrequency (RF) transceiver is miniaturized to realize a
comfortablewearable smart sensor as in [11]. Third,message
data length of the ECG is reduced in order to optimize the
data transfer via a given wireless communication transceiver
[12]. In this context, this paper argues that the event-driven
ECG sensor should be used to reduce message data length
and to optimize data transfer.

Thus, it is interesting to reduce the message data length
in bits, which is obtained at the ADC output, to optimize
data transfer power consumption [13]. An Lb-bit message
is transmitted during a given time duration from the ADC
output to the receiver. The transmitter’s data transfer power
consumption is consequently Lb multiplied by the wireless

transmission power consumption per bit [10, 14]. Besides,
the message data length in bits during one second is the mes-
sage to be transferred during one second and not the wireless
communication standard’s throughput.

As far as ECG signal acquisition is concerned, the
wearable ECG devices and many wired or wireless ECG
acquisition systems use generally Nyquist ADCs and rarely
oversampling ADCs. Data are uniformly extracted at every
sampling period, considering at least Nyquist frequency
according to Shannon theorem [5]. In fact, sigma-deltaADCs
offer higher resolutions than Nyquist ADCs, but generally
require higher power consumption due to their oversampling
technique. Besides, the maximum frequency of ECG signal
is 250 Hz [15, 16]. Consequently, the sampling frequency
must be higher than 500 Hz according to Shannon theorem.
ADC survey shows the successive approximation register
ADCs (SAR ADCs) are more suitable for ECG signal acqui-
sition than pipeline, continuous-time sigma-delta (CTSD),
switched-capacitor sigma-delta (SCSD) and flash ADCs
according to the signal-to-noise and distortion ratio (SNDR)
and for a given technology as the 180 nm complementary
metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) [17]. Moreover, SAR
ADC architectures use few building blocks and thus con-
sume less power than other ADC architectures [18]. Their
propagation delays are lower than those of other architec-
tures and are less sensitive to technology accuracy limits of
passive components and jitter.

However, many ADCs need data compression to send or
store lower amount of data that represent original samples.
The aim is to restore the ECG signal after decompression at
the distant ECG control unit [5]. The obtained ECG signal
is quasi-identical to the original ECG signal. It is then ana-
lyzed by the physician who sends the diagnosis to the patient.
Knowing that, off-line QRS complex detection [19], real-
timeQRScomplex detection or evenECG features extraction
[1] methods are irreversible compression methods. Indeed,
they do not allow to recover the ECG signal. Conversely,
in the literature, some proposals are made with event-driven
ECG sensors that sample signals regarding levels as in [20].
These sensors require level-crossing analog-to-digital con-
verter (LC-ADC) that combines event-driven sampling and
compression simultaneously.

This paper aims at selecting the best-fit discrete wavelet
transform (DWT) to compress a successive approximation
register analog-to-digital converter (SAR ADC) output in an
ECG sensor and to fulfill a quantitative comparative study
with the level-crossing ADC (LC-ADC). To the best of
the authors’ knowledge, no quantitative comparative study
between (A1) the SAR ADC architecture which is followed
by a DWT compression stage and (A2) the LC-ADC archi-
tecture has been conducted. Thus far, this paper’s main
contribution is to achieve a quantitative comparison by:
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• Reviewing on the one hand, the literature of the ADCs
that relies on the SAR ADC as the best candidate among
Nyquist besides sigma-delta ADCs, and the LC-ADC as
the event-driven sampling-based ADC, and on the other,
the literature of the data compression methods which
decides on DWT compression method,

• Simulating examples of the architectures (A1) and (A2)
where test ECG signals from databases [21] are applied at
their inputs,

• Comparing the percent root-mean-square differences
(PRDs), the bit compression ratios (BCRs) and the mes-
sage data lengths in bits of (A1) and (A2),

• Selecting the best architecture to reduce the message data
length in bits and save power in wireless sensor networks.

Consequently, the remaining of this paper is organized as
follows:

• Section 2 gives a state of the art of ECG signal acquisition
and data compression.

• Section 3 details the performance evaluation test-bench
steps of (A1) the SAR ADC with discrete wavelet trans-
form (DWT) compression and states how to select themost
suitable DWT to compress the SAR ADC output. It also
briefs (A2) the LC-ADC, its performance evaluation test
bench, the data transfer optimization and evaluation met-
rics that are required to compare (A1) and (A2).

• Section 4 presents and discusses the quantitative com-
parison of the evaluation metrics as the percent root-
mean-square differences (PRD), the bit compression ratios
(BCR) and the data length in bits. The objective is to pro-
vide a defendable selection of (A1) the SAR ADC with
DWT compression or (A2) the LC-ADC.

• Section 5 summarizes the whole paper and draws future
works.

2 ECG Signal Acquisition and Data
Compression

In all manufactured electrocardiogram (ECG) acquisition
devices and most ECG acquisition devices in the literature,
the analog-to-digital converter (ADC)uniformly samples and
quantizes ECG analog signals to obtain ECG data, ECGout.
In an ECG signal, the waveform from the T wave to the P
wave has usually a lower amplitude and a larger duration than
those of the P wave, the QRS complex and the T wave [22].
Thus, data compression of the uniform ECG data is required
to reduce the message data length to be transferred from the
ECG device to a distant control unit for an ECG diagnosis.
However, this paper also deals with the sampling regarding
analog signal amplitude events. This signal acquisition is
indeed more suitable for the ECG signal. In this section, the

ECG monitoring system architecture is introduced to show
its key blocks. Then, the authors present a review of ECG sig-
nal acquisition, namely the successive approximation register
ADCs (SAR ADCs) and level-crossing ADCs (LC-ADCs).
Finally, existent data compressionmethods that followaSAR
ADC are provided. They are compared in terms of bit com-
pression ratio (BCR) in order to evaluate ECG data reduction
andpercent root-mean-square difference of data compression
(PRDcomp) that evaluates the recovered-signal quality.

2.1 ECGMonitoring System Architecture

The configuration of an ECG monitoring system, as pre-
sented in Fig. 1, is composed of the wearable ECG sensor,
the signal acquisition, the data compression and the dis-
tant ECG control unit. The obtained ECG signal from two
electrodes is filtered, amplified then sampled and quantized
in the analog front end to deliver the digitized signal. In
commercialized systems [1], ECG signal acquisition is only
operated using Nyquist or sigma-delta ADCs. However, in
the ECG devices that have been suggested in the literature
[20], level-crossing ADCs have been also employed. The
compression is required for Nyquist or sigma-delta ADCs
but never quantitatively compared to the inherent compres-
sion of level-crossing ADCs. In fact, the LC-ADCs decrease
the amount of data compared to Nyquist ADCs and consid-
erably decrease the amount of data compared to sigma-delta
ADCs. After compression or source encoding, followed by
radiofrequency (RF) transmission, the digital reconstruction
block performs signal decompression or source decoding. In
case of event-driven devices, interpolation is also required to
recover uniform samples. The control unitmanages the signal
decompression, the digital signal processing and the interpo-
lation. The physician also analyzes the ECG signals using
one of his communication devices and saves only received
data if required.

2.2 ECG Analog-to-Digital Converters’ State
of the Art

Most of ECG acquisition systems generally digitize analog
signals with successive approximation register ADC (SAR
ADC) as stated in the commercialized systems or in the scien-
tific literature proposals [1]. Indeed, the SAR ADC structure
is simply composed of a sample-and-hold (S/H) circuit, a
comparator to compare the sample to the previous estima-
tion, successive approximation of registers (SARs) and a
digital-to-analog converter (DAC) [18]. The DAC delivers
the analog value of the previous estimation. The SAR ADC
converts an analog ECG signal into digital samples. Thus,
the T-to-P ECG waveform, which amplitude variations are
lower than 0.1 mV during at least 0.3 s, and the QRS com-
plex, which amplitude is around 1 mV during at most 0.1 s
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Fig. 1 Configuration of a wearable ECG monitoring system

[22], are sampled at the same frequency [23, 24]. That deliv-
ers an important number of redundant samples in the T-to-P
ECG waveform. However, sampling only when events occur
makes it possible to reduce theT-to-PECGdata. For instance,
in the pacemaker proposal in [25], flexible resolution SAR
ADC with asynchronous dynamic logic samples the ECG
leads and their features after the QRS complex extraction in
the analog domain.

Moreover, in [14], to reduce the data length when sam-
pling an ECG signal with a SAR ADC, the QRS complex is
sampled at a frequency higher than the sampling frequency of
the remaining parts of the ECG signal. Further compression
reduces the number of bits per sample. In fact, after the SAR
ADC, a digital adaptive controller is required to compare the
difference between successive samples and the predefined
threshold to select adequate sampling frequency. The SAR
ADC parameters given in [14] are measured only for a test
ECG signal. Another SARADC-based proposal is to sample
the ECG signal at two different sampling frequencies which
are selected according to its analog slope extraction [26].
Additionally, authors in [27] propose a high-precision ECG
sensor system due to anADC that integrates a stochastic flash
ADC with a digitally controlled variable threshold compara-
tor into a SAR ADC. In addition, a dynamic tracking SAR
ADC and a hybrid SAR-sigma-delta ADC are proposed in
[28, 29], respectively. Otherwise, sigma-delta converters are
rarely used as in [29, 30]. Indeed, they offer higher resolu-
tions, but require important sampling frequencies due to their
oversampling technique [17].

Therefore, some of the most recent SAR ADCs are sum-
marized in Table 1 in reference to different resolutions, m,
that are sorted from low to high values. In fact, there are
proposals to reduce the data length of the SAR ADC output
[14, 24–26, 28] and others to increase SAR ADC resolutions
[27, 29]. For the data length reduction, the SARADC in [28]
uniformly samples the ECG signals, and then, a digital signal
processing is operated. The SAR ADC in [14] samples the
signals after a frequency digital selection, whereas the SAR
ADC in [26] samples the signals after a frequency analog
selection. Other parameters are used to compare SARADCs.

They are the frequency of the successive approximation of
registers (SARs), FSAR, the sample-and-hold frequency or
the reference frequency, Fref, the dynamic range, the com-
plementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology,
the power consumption and the core area, and the effective
number of bits (ENOB) is presented in Table 1. The ENOB is
given in the reference or is extracted from the signal-to-noise
and distortion ratio (SNDR) in decibels (dB) as in (1) [27].

ENOB � SNDR − 1.76

6.02
(1)

From the SAR ADC state of the art, the outputs require
data length reduction by either modifying the SAR ADC
architecture or applying a compression technique at the SAR
ADC output.

Therefore, the event-driven signal acquisition is a more
appealing architecture than the SAR ADC, also known as
level-crossing sampling. It has been introduced since the
1980s as a combined compression digital encoding tech-
nique of analog signals [31], but its circuit implementation
or modeling is recent. In fact, level-crossing analog-to-
digital converter (LC-ADC) architectures are proposed to
sample signals regarding amplitude levels instead of time
instants. That detects the exact amplitude values instead of
the quantized data values. The LC-ADC thus guarantees the
conversion of the samples at selected levels. However, it
requires a quantization of each interval between two succes-
sive level-crossing instants. In the last decade, for instance,
authors in [32] and [33] studied event-driven speech and
biomedical signals, respectively. Different circuit realiza-
tions were particularly proposed for bio-signal acquisitions,
ranging from LC-ADCs in application-specific integrated
circuits (ASICs) [34, 35] to fully integrated system-on-chip
(SoC) solutions for wearable sensors [20].

As far as LC-ADC architecture types are concerned, some
LC-ADC architectures use the fixed-window level-crossing
type [35–37], whereas others use the floating-window type
[20, 38, 39]. In fact, the floating-window type is the conven-
tional and the widely adopted type in LC-ADC architectures.
It consists of two comparators, two digital-to-analog convert-
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ers (DACs), a logic control and a reference counter clock.
First, the comparators detect the input crosses of the ana-
log levels. Second, the DACs create analog levels bounding
the input. Third, the logic control obtains up/down slope
and evaluates the samples. Fourth, the reference counter
clock quantizes the interval between two successive level-
crossing instants. Alternatively, the fixed-window type does
not require the updating of the window between two suc-
cessive analog levels, but it requires the subtraction of the
DAC output from the analog input. The obtained difference
is compared to the analog fixed levels. Instead of DACs in
the LC-ADC, some proposals are based on a scaler to select
analog levels for the comparators [40]. Furthermore, authors
in [35, 38] suggest other solutions with variable resolutions
regarding slope threshold which is the window out of the
quantized time between two successive samples.

The LC-ADC state of the art is presented in Table 2. The
LC-ADC references are organized according to the LC-ADC
resolutions, M , that are sorted from 5 to 8 bits. These val-
ues are adequate to digitize the test ECG signals according
to the literature. In addition, the reference counter frequency,
FC, quantizes the time between two successive level-crossing
instants. In Table 2, the power consumption and core area
values are sometimes proportionally computed from other
values in the given reference or in a previous reference of
the same authors. Table 2 shows that LC-ADC power con-
sumptions vary from 0.0024 to 106 µW for test sinewave
input signals at different frequencies from 1 Hz to 10 kHz.
These values are close to SAR ADCs’ values from 0.884 to
78.8 µWwhen 1 kHz reference frequency is adopted. How-
ever, it is important to mention that for low-frequency and
low-amplitude inputs, as in T-to-P ECG waveform, the LC-
ADC samples less densely in time than for high-frequency
and high-amplitude inputs, as in QRS complex. As far as
the areas are concerned, they are generally similar because
most of SAR ADC and LC-ADC architectures are based on
comparators, DACs and digital processing.

From the current review of the literature, tested circuits
and measurement results with a test ECG signal are rarely
published. The authors give in SAR ADC state of the art
in Table 1, the measured results of [14] for test ECG sig-
nal, and in LC-ADC state of the art in Table 2, measured
results of [20] are given for 1 kHz sinewave signal. ECG sen-
sor in [20] is tested with an ECG signal, but performances
are not measured. In fact, the ENOB of [14] is 6.63 bits
for a 10-bit SAR ADC, 1 kHz reference frequency and test
ECG signal, whereas it is 7.43 bits [20] for an 8-bit LC-
ADC with a sinewave test signal at the input. That ENOB is
estimated from SNDR which is computed according to the
ECG wireless sensor’s input referred noise and input volt-
age. Therefore, LC-ADC and SAR ADC have almost the
same performances leading to similar sensitivity levels [14,
20, 35]. Thus, aside from the combined signal acquisition Ta
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and inherent compression of analog signals with LC-ADC,
many compression techniques have been proposed in the lit-
erature. These techniques were implemented and tested on
digital test ECG data at the SAR ADC outputs. In the next
subsection, the existent compression methods are introduced
and compared.

2.3 ECG Data CompressionMethods’ State of the Art

Long-term monitoring using ECG electrodes connected to
smartphones and/or point-of-care devices has to save and/or
send selected ECG data for an early detection of cardio-
vascular diseases (CVDs). Since 1968, many works have
been published covering ECGdata compression, redundancy
reduction and parameters’ extraction. For example, in ECG
acquisition systems, data reduction for the sake of storage is
introduced in [41] with amplitude zone time epoch coding
(AZTEC). In fact, large amount of ECG data compression
is applied either to store or to transmit less data in order to
reduce bit rate and time processing while decreasing power
consumption [42]. In the present paper, the uniform ECG
data, ECGout, are compressed to obtain the data compression
output, ECGcomp. To evaluate data compressionmethods, it is
required to measure the data lengths in bits during the same
time duration, DT, before and after the data compression.
Thus, the bit compression ratio, BCR, is computed as given
in (2),

BCR(%) � 100 × mL − Lbcomp

mL
(2)

where m is the SAR ADC resolution, L is the number of
samples, ECGout, and Lbcomp is the data length in bits of
ECGcomp. The lower the data length in bits after compression
is, the higher the BCR of the data compression method is.

Decompression quality can be clinically acceptable
although many techniques highly compress ECG data. In
this paper, the presented methods are applied after the SAR
ADC and require ECG data decompression to recover esti-
matedECGdata. From the recoveredECG signal, the percent
root-mean-square difference of data compression, PRDcomp,
is assessed, and the physician accomplishes the diagnosis as
explained in Fig. 1. Indeed, to evaluate ECG data compres-
sion quality, the PRDcomp is computed as in (3) [43],

PRDcomp(%) � 100 ×

√
√
√
√
√

∑L
i�1

(

ECGout(i) − ̂ECGout(i)
)2

∑L
i�1

(

ECGout(i) − ECGout
)2

(3)

where ECGout is the original uniform ECG data, ̂ECGout

is the estimated data after decompression from Lbcomp bits,
ECGout is themean of the original uniformECGdata and L is

the original uniform ECG data length or the number of sam-
ples. In order to achieve a correct clinical diagnosis only from
the Lbcomp bits [44], at most a 9% PRDcomp is allowed. A
0% PRDcomp reflects a lossless compression and a reversible

decompression which means that ̂ECGout is exactly equal to
the original uniform ECG data, ECGout.

Thus, the commonly used compression algorithms are
compared in order to select the adequate compressionmethod
regardingBCRandPRDcomp aiming at the evaluationofECG
data compression quality. Once the PRDcomp is lower than
9%, the lower the ECG data length in bits after compres-
sion, Lbcomp, is, the higher the BCR is and the better the data
compression method is. The data compression methods are
commonly distinguished in lossless and lossy methods. In
fact, with lossless compression methods, reversible decom-
pression algorithms recover the exact original uniform ECG
data with a 0% PRDcomp. Opposingly with lossy compres-
sionmethods, irreversible decompression algorithms remove
some samples or bits from original uniform ECG data,
and others project them given a transform function and
remove some of the obtain coefficients. Consequently, ECG
data recovery leads up to data distortion which generates a
nonzero PRDcomp.

As far as the lossless data compression methods are
concerned, entropy coding is widely used with differential
pulse-code modulation (DPCM) regarding predefined error
threshold with prediction or interpolation [45]. In [46], the
prediction with DPCM is the least complex, and the predic-
tion with more complex algorithms, such as neural network,
auto-regression filters or Lempel–Ziv, is unsuitable for real-
time transmission. Besides, entropy coding algorithms, such
as Huffman, arithmetic, Golomb, Golomb–Rice (GR) and
fixed-length packaging, are the commonly used ones. Adopt-
ing the lossless compression methods recovers the exact
original ECG data, but low BCRs are computed. Combining
predictor with entropy coding algorithms makes the bit com-
pression ratios vary between almost 48% and 58% [46–49] as
shown in Table 3. Combining fuzzy optimization and Huff-
man region coding offers a BCR of 64.7% [50]. Nonetheless,
adaptive trending predictor with modified Huffman and GR
coding offers a BCR of 62.5% [51]. In these references, the
obtained results aremeasured for a small number of test ECG
signals or for test ECG signals from the same database, gen-
erally the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database [21].

However, nowadays, researchers in the field of smart
health sensors adopt higher bit compression ratios with
lossy data compression methods that offer a small ECG
data distortion. In fact, works in [44, 52–54] are based on
thresholding-based wavelets or discrete wavelet transform
(DWT) as lossy compression methods. The best trade-off
combines DWT with shrinkage, Huffman and run-length
encoding (RLE) algorithms to offer a 96% BCR and 3%
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Table 3 Lossless data compression methods’ state of the art

Lossless data compression method BCR (%)

Linear predictor/Huffman coding [47] 47.9

Delta predictor/Golomb–Rice (GR) coding [46] 57.9

Adaptive predictor/Huffman coding [48] 58.8

Adaptive linear predictor/fixed-length packaging [49] 56.1

Fuzzy optimization/Huffman region coding [50] 64.7

Adaptive trending predictor/modified Huffman and GR
coding [51]

62.5

PRDcomp [53]. Other lossy compression methods are pro-
posed in [42, 55]. They offer around 77% and 87% of BCR
with an excellent PRDcomp, that is, lower than 2%. In [55],
the method consists in ECG data decimation by a fractional
factor. In [42], the method uses Fun algorithm that is com-
bined with an on-demand residual Huffman coding. Thus,
Huffman compression is only applied on the residual data
after online decompression and residual data request.

As far as [56] is concerned, the proposed compression
method detects turning angles larger than a threshold. In fact,
the useful information for the diagnosis is in the rapid vari-
ations of the P wave, the QRS complex and the T wave.
Another proposal comes in [12] to reach a 99% BCR, but
only an 8% mean PRDcomp is obtained for all test ECG
signals of MIT-BIH arrhythmia database. In fact, convolu-
tional auto-encoder is applied to ECG data compression by
adopting a spindle structure to extend and then reduce the
data length. A more recent work shows a double exponen-
tial wavelet design that is combined to compressive sensing
[57]. This compressionmethod tries to reach a 90%BCR and
a 6.5% PRDcomp, but these are mean values obtained from
20 test ECG signals. Additionally, in [58], the compression
algorithm begins by segmentation of the test ECG signal into
clinically relevant parts (the QRS complexes and possibly P
and T waves) and nonclinically relevant parts (the remaining
parts of the ECG signal). The first group is compressed with
differential pulse-code modulation (DPCM) and run-length
encoding (RLE) that are lossless methods, whereas others
are compressed due to DWT with threshold which is a lossy
method.

Table 4 summarizes the lossy data compression state of
the art. The obtained results are measured for one test ECG
signal [56], two test ECG signals [58] or all test ECG signals
[12] fromMIT-BIHarrhythmia database. Thus, after theSAR
ADC, the DWT-based compressionmethods provide the best
trade-off between BCR and PRDcomp [53]. In addition, the
DWT compression as implemented in [53] does not require
test ECG signal segmentation as in [58], and decompression
is always irreversible. However, the LC-ADC seems to be
appealing as it simultaneously operates ECG signal acqui-
sition and data compression. Besides, the reconstruction is

Table 4 Lossy data compression methods’ state of the art

Lossy data compression method BCR (%) PRDcomp (%)

Simultaneous orthogonal matching
pursuit [52]

86.1 2.57

Compressive sensing [44] 71 9

DWT with shrinkage [53] 68 0.12

DWT with shrinkage/Huffman/RLE
[53]

65–96 0–3.11

Two sampling frequencies and
Huffman encoding [14]

64 0.82

DWT/RLE with modified threshold
[54]

81 2.7

Decimating by a fractional factor [55] 77.7 0.53

Fan algorithm/on-demand residual
Huffman coding [42]

87.1 0.51

Turning-angle-based compression [56] 71.08a 5.87a

Spindle convolutional auto-encoder
[12]

99.06 2.453–18.2

Compressive sensing and double
exponential wavelet transform [57]

10–90b 0.43–6.5b

DPCM/RLE or DWT with threshold
according to the part of ECG waves
[58]

93a

93.19c
2.81a

2.78c

aRecord 117 from MIT-BIH arrhythmia database
bMean values for 20 ECG signals from MIT-BIH arrhythmia database
cRecord 110 from MIT-BIH arrhythmia database

always irreversible. In fact, although the LC-ADC allows
lower amount of data regarding the SAR ADC with DWT
compression, quantitative comparative study has not been
conducted yet in terms of bit compression ratio, message
data length in bits versus signal quality for both architectures.
Thus far, the main contribution of this paper is a quantitative
comparison between (A1) the SAR ADC architecture with
DWT compression and (A2) the LC-ADC architecture. This
comparison is important as the lower themessage data length
in bits is, the lower the ECG sensor power consumption of
RF transmission is. In fact, the data length in bits is mul-
tiplied by the RF transmission power consumption per bit
[14] to obtain the ECG sensor power consumption, knowing
that RF transmission results in 63% of the power consump-
tion of a given ECG sensor [13]. Thereafter, the next section
describes the evaluation methods for both architectures and
defines the evaluation metrics.

3 EvaluationMethods

Asprovided previously inTable 1, recent SARADCarchitec-
tures add specific compression as in [27, 29] or are combined
with a further data compression block. Both must reduce the
large amount of data delivered by the SARADC as in [25] to
reduce the data amount to be sent to the control unit. This sec-
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tion deals with evaluation methods that are required for the
quantitative comparison between (A1) the SAR ADC with
discrete wavelet transform (DWT) compression and (A2) the
LC-ADC. First, the authors acquaint the SARADC architec-
ture. The performance evaluation test bench of SAR ADC
that is followed by DWT compression is also proposed to
test (A1) with many test ECG signals at its input. The DWT
is inherently reversible transform. Opposingly, DWT com-
pression is irreversible, and it is a lossy compression. Some
of the obtained DWT output coefficients are removed before
data transmission to the distant ECG control unit. Second,
DWT-based ECG data compression is studied, and the most
adequate DWT compression is proposed. Third, (A2) the
designed LC-ADC architecture alongside its performance
evaluation test bench is introduced. Moreover, optimization
of the LC-ADC outputs is stated to reduce the data transfer in
healthcare devices. Forth, test ECG signals from Physionet
are presented together with the required evaluationmetrics to
analyze the quantitative comparison of (A1) the SAR ADC
with DWT compression and (A2) the LC-ADC.

3.1 SAR ADCwith DWT Compression Evaluation

The SAR ADC first samples and holds (S/H) the analog
input signal, ECGin, at the S/H frequency or the reference
frequency, Fref. Second, the obtained sample is compared
to the first analog approximated value. This value is deliv-
ered after the successive approximation registers (SARs) and
the digital-to-analog converter (DAC) [14]. Each cycle takes
1/FSAR where the SARs’ frequency, FSAR, is at leastm times
the reference frequency, Fref. The SARs’ initial value is set
with themost significant bit (MSB) at “1” and otherm−1 bits
at “0” wherem is the SARADC resolution. The DAC output
is then equal to Vref/2 where Vref is the power supply voltage
of the SAR ADC. This first analog approximated value is
obtained in the first cycle. Third, if the first sample is higher
than Vref/2, the MSB value is maintained at “1,” unless it
becomes “0” in the second cycle. In this cycle, still for the
same sample, the SARs move to the next bit and initialize it
at “1.” The SARs operate similarly as for the MSB. Then,
they move to the next bit until they reach the least significant
bit (LSB).

After 1/Fref period, the following sample is compared to
the first analog approximated value, Vref/2, approximated
and converted as it was explained in the previous paragraph
for the first sample. The SAR ADC architecture is presented
in Fig. 2.

The SAR ADC is simplified in two basic blocks of sam-
pling and quantization. The S/H or reference frequency, Fref,
is 1 kHz as it is the commonly used value to sample ECG
signals, whereas the resolution, m, varies from 8 to 16 as
presented in Table 1. To obtain test ECG signals that are rep-
resentative of analog signals, each ECGdata vector, ECGdata,

Fig. 2 SAR ADC architecture
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SAR ADC
Equivalent block
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Fig. 3 Performance evaluation test bench of (A1) the SAR ADC with
DWT compression

from a given database, is up-sampled at 1 MHz to obtain a
signal with a fine time axis. The obtained “analog” signal
is sampled at Fref. The i th analog sample is quantized to
the digital sample, ECGout(i), using the data length, m, that
is, the SAR ADC resolution. DWT compression is operated
on L ECG digital samples and delivers L compressed data,
ECGcomp, which length in bits is Lbcomp. In this paper, the
performance evaluation test bench of (A1) the SAR ADC
with DWT compression is illustrated in Fig. 3 in order to test
SAR ADC with DWT compression.

To evaluate the quality of theDWTcompression regarding
the original uniform ECG data, ECGout, DWT irreversible
decompression is applied to ECGcomp to estimate ̂ECGout

that is compared to ECGout. However, before dealing with
evaluation metrics, the authors describe the DWT compres-
sion methodology in the next subsection.

3.2 DiscreteWavelet Transform for Compression

In this subsection, first, a brief mathematical definition of
the DWT and its relationship with compression is given as
reported in the literature. Second, some wavelet matrices are
provided as examples for a better understanding of this paper.
Third, the methodology of the compression study is intro-
duced.
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The signal decomposition is generally performed for loss-
less transforms using orthogonal wavelets or biorthogonal
wavelets that are invertible [59]. The transformed signal, s,
has the same length as the original one and is a representation
of the original signal in an orthogonal or invertible matrix.
The original signal is perfectly recovered as it requires the
transposition of an orthogonal decomposition matrix, or the
inversion of an invertible decompositionmatrix. These trans-
formations are lossless,whereas they separate the signal from
nonsignificant data.

Indeed, theDWT is a set of linear operations performed on
an L-length vector of sampled signal, ECGout. It generates
a vector of discrete data, s, that will be exploited instead of
ECGout to performmany tasks in signal processing [60]. The
matrix form of these linear projections is given in (4) where
Φ is an L-by-L decomposition or analysis matrix with φi its
i th row and αi the i th obtained coefficient. The coefficient,
αi , results from the scalar product of ECGout and φi . In fact,
each coefficient, αi , compares the signal ECGout to the row
φi .

Φ · ECGout � s

with 〈φi ,ECGout〉 � αi and s � {αi , 1 ≤ i ≤ L} (4)

Thus, s is a different representation of ECGout in the anal-
ysis matrix described by the rows inΦ. The exact recovery of
ECGout from these coefficients is done by multiplying both
left sides of (4) with the inverse matrix of Φ that is noted Ψ .
This gives (5) where Ψ is the wavelet or synthesis matrix.
For orthogonal matrix,Ψ , the columns ofΨ ,ψi , are the rows
of Φ.

ECGout � Ψ s (5)

Noting that the DWT compression rounds the small coef-
ficients to zeros, thus invertibility or reversibility is lost and
the transformation becomes lossy. Therefore, the number,
K , is the number of the most significant coefficients which
are higher than a given threshold, Th, and is small com-
pared to the length of s. The set of the coefficients {αi > Th}
corresponds to the DWT compression output, ECGcomp, as
presented in Fig. 3. Its data length is K . If αi is higher than
Th , the wavelet ψi , which is the i th column in Ψ, is active
in ECGout. Furthermore, if ECGout is compressible in Φ, the
nonsignificant coefficients in s are rounded to zeros. From
(5), the recovery of ECGout is approximated from its projec-
tions as in (6),

̂ECGout �
∑

u

αuψu

with u ∈ {i |αi > Th, 1 ≤ i ≤ L} and K � card{i} (6)

where ̂ECGout is the decompressed data after the DWT com-
pression ofECGout and K is the number of the active columns
in ECGout regarding αi > Th.

For an orthogonalmatrix, {φi , 1 ≤ i ≤ L}, the irreversible
decompression is done with the K active columns of Ψ that
are the rows of Φ. For an orthogonal matrix with no normal-
ized rows to unit, the irreversible decompression is done with
the K active columns of Ψ and the matrix ΦΨ is diagonal.
For a biorthogonal matrix, the rows of Φ are biorthogonal to
the columns of Ψ and the decompression is also irreversible.
Thus, each scalar product φiψ j is equal to 1 only if i is equal
to j for 1 ≤ i ≤ L and 1 ≤ j ≤ L . Besides, both orthogonal
and biorthogonal wavelet matrices can be implemented due
to tree-structured filter banks. The filter coefficients of the
analysis tree are deduced from the decompositionmatrix fac-
torization. Meanwhile, the filter coefficients of the synthesis
tree are deduced from the wavelet matrix factorization [59].
The number of matrices in a factorization corresponds to J
which is the wavelet decomposition level. The filter bank is
tree-structured with J low-pass (LP) filters and J high-pass
(HP) filters in both analysis and synthesis banks. LP filters in
the analysis bank select signal information. These LP filters
outputs are known as approximations. However, HP filters
in the analysis bank select noise part of the signal. These
HP filters outputs are known as details. The approximations
and details are truncated to m bits that are the SAR ADC
resolution. The selected values that are higher than the thresh-
old, Th, constitutes the DWT compression output, ECGcomp.
Its length in bits, Lbcomp, is equal to m times K that is the
number of the selected coefficients, ECGcomp. Therefore, in
this paper, the DWT compression as a lossy compression is
selected for implementation with tree-structured filter banks
since the authors study an embedded solution for IoT health-
care devices. The online DWT compression of clinically and
nonclinically relevant ECG parts is preferred to off-line solu-
tion with lossless compression of clinically relevant ECG
parts and lossy compression of nonclinically relevant ECG
parts after ECG data segmentation.

The DWT decomposition is generally performed due to
the orthogonal wavelets such as Coiflet (coif), Daubechies
(db), Symlet (sym), Dmeyer (dmey) and Haar (haar) fami-
lies, or the biorthogonal wavelets such as biorthogonal (bior)
and reverse biorthogonal (rbio) families [61]. For each fam-
ily, there are one or more subfamilies according to wavelet
family parameters that impact numbers and values of the
filter coefficients. After the SAR ADC, DWT-based ECG
data compression often uses Daubechies or biorthogonal
wavelets. These two wavelet examples of orthogonal and
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biorthogonalwavelet families arewidely used and yield good
compression ratios [53] even though, to quantitatively com-
pare (A1) the SAR ADC with DWT compression to (A2)
the LC-ADC, it is necessary to select the best-fit wavelet
subfamily. The objective is to select the best DWT compres-
sion to be implemented after the SAR ADC considering the
compression ratio, the ECG signal distortion and the imple-
mentation complexity. Thus, to select the best-fit wavelet
subfamily regarding only the compression ratio, BCR, and
theECGsignal distortion, PRDcomp, the orthogonalmatching
pursuit (OMP) algorithm is used to obtain an approximation
of the signal in the L-by-L dictionary consisting of wavelet
subfamily where L corresponds to the number of the SAR
ADC samples. In fact, the OMP algorithm aims at com-
puting all coefficients, {αi , 1 ≤ i ≤ L}, and selecting the K
most significant ones, based on an iterative application of
the DWT [62]. Thus, K is provided as the convergence crite-
rion and is also defined as the minimum number of iterations
to guarantee a given PRDcomp since the OMP selects the
most active row of Φ at each iteration. The methodology
of the DWT compression study is defined in order to eval-
uate DWT compression on a uniform ECG data, ECGout,
and for a given wavelet subfamily, as shown in Fig. 4. The
DWT compression study, organized in 5 steps, is proposed
to select the best-fit wavelet subfamily according to the com-
pression ratio and the ECG signal distortion. The proposed
study is achieved through MATLAB simulations including
the functions ofwavelet toolbox, statistics andmachine learn-
ing toolbox as well as the signal processing toolbox. In fact,
the simulations are based on the function of the denoising and
compression wavelet family to perform the OMP algorithm.
This algorithm is developed for the sake of rapid MATLAB
programming and simulation results.

The orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) algorithm’s run-
ning time is dominated by the comparison of the data ECGout

or the residual to the rows φi which complexity is O
(

K L2
)

[63]. First, to reduce this complexity and for given decom-
position matrix dimensions, D × D, ECGout is split into n
successive segments

{

ECGtoutl , 1 ≤ l ≤ n
}

. Each segment,
ECGtoutl , is composed of D successive samples, and ECGout

is truncated to ECGtout. The ECGtout length, L̂, is given in
(7), where L is the ECGout data length and �.� is the floor
function.

L̂ � nD with n �
⌊
L

D

⌋

(7)

Second, the OMP is applied separately to each segment,
ECGtoutl , for a given value of the wavelet decomposition
level, J , and for the maximum number of iterations, K ′.
Thus, each segment is compressed toECGtcompl which length
is equal to K ′. Third, the original segment is recovered to
obtain ̂ECGtoutl . In fact, the decomposition matrix is also

Fig. 4 Flowchart of DWT compression study

applied separately to each ECGtcompl using (4) and (6) where
ECGout is equal to ECGtoutl , K is equal to K ′ and L is equal
to D.

Fourth, from the second segment, also equal to the second
iteration, l � 2, of the DWT compression algorithm study
given in Fig. 4, the recovered segment, ̂ECGtoutl , is concate-

nated to the previous recovered segment, ̂ECGtoutl−1 . At the
nth iteration, all the recovered segments are finally concate-
nated to obtain ̂ECGtout that represents the recovered data
of ECGtout. Consequently, the OMP complexity becomes O
(

nK ′D2
)

where K ′ is the number of the selected rows from
the decomposition matrix to represent each D-length seg-
ment. Fifth, the PRDcomp is computed to evaluate the DWT
compression in terms of recovered signal quality for a given
signal and a given subfamily.

Thus far, the five steps extract PRDcomp variations ver-
sus K ′ for given wavelet subfamily, decomposition matrix
dimensions, D × D, and wavelet decomposition level, J . It
is important to keep the PRDcomp lower than 9% after sam-
pling, quantizing and compression as it is the criterion for
a low distortion and thus for a good diagnosis quality [43].
Due to ECG temporal and amplitude range variations [64],
the number of coefficients, K ′, for a 9%PRDcomp varies from
one signal to another. Therefore, the data compression effi-
ciency evaluation is applied to all wavelet subfamilies for
given dimension, D, and wavelet decomposition level, J ,
as far as many test ECG signals are concerned. A statistical
comparison is processed, and the number of the optimal coef-
ficients, K

′
opt, is obtained for the selected best-fitDWT.Aside
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from compression, transmission then diagnosis purposes as
it is in this paper, DWT can also be used in the training pro-
cess in order to extract significant ECG parameters. These
parameters are keys to identify patients [2].

Finally, performances are evaluated after the best-fit
wavelet subfamily selection for compression of uniformECG
data. The LC-ADC model is presented, and the performance
evaluation test bench is proposed in the next subsection
before evaluationmetrics definitions to compare them to (A2)
the LC-ADC performances.

3.3 LC-ADCModel and Evaluation

In this paper, the best candidate of (A2) theLC-ADC to tackle
the comparative study to (A1) the SARADCwithDWTcom-
pression is the floating-window type. Indeed, it has been a
widely used and tested type during the two last decades [34,
38, 65]. TheECGanalog signal, ECGin, is continuously com-
pared to two reference levels. The in-between difference is
the LC-ADC quantization step, q, that is given in (8) where
FS is the LC-ADC full scale and M is the LC-ADC resolu-
tion.

q � FS

2M
(8)

The two comparator outputs are INC and DEC regard-
ing the up- or down-crossing direction, respectively. When
an event is detected by the comparators, digital values of
the reference levels are updated. Then, the digital-to-analog
converter (DAC)delivers the updated analog reference levels.
These steps result in increment or decrement of both crossed
levels by q. The floating-window type inherits its name from
the simultaneous update of both analog levels. Moreover,
a logic control sets the digital value of the crossed level,
ECGoutLC, as the output sample [66]. In fact, the LC-ADC
signal dependency is due to this behavior. Thus, when the sig-
nal amplitude is not varying, the LC-ADC is not activated.
That makes it more suitable for ECG signal acquisition than
a Nyquist or sigma-delta ADC that samples ECG signal at
each time period. In order to recover the signal from the LC-
ADC samples, ECGoutLC, the time information is needed to
time-localize the level crossings (LCs). Therefore, the time-
tracking stage includes a synchronized counter at a reference
counter frequency, FC. This counter enumerates the number
of periods, 1/FC, to obtain the time interval, TI, between two
successive LCs. The reference counter resolution is equal to
N bits.

The block diagram of the described LC-ADC archi-
tecture is shown in Fig. 5. A detailed LC-ADC model
is already implemented in MATLAB/SIMULINK and
designed according to ECG signal specifications in terms
of amplitude and frequency [66]. In order to recover the

Fig. 5 LC-ADC block diagram

ECG signal, the samples at the LC-ADC output, ECGoutLC,
besides the time intervals at the LC-ADC output, TI, are
required. Alternatively, only DEC and INC outputs of both
comparators instead of all samples, ECGoutLC, are enough to
be transmitted to a distant control unit. In fact, from the first
sample, ECGoutLC(1), DEC values, INC values together with
the LC-ADC quantum, the samples, ECGoutLC, can be com-
puted with digital level updates and the logic control blocks.

Behavioral simulations are done with modeled ECG sig-
nals for normal, bradycardia and tachycardia [66] and then
tested with real ECG records for normal, emotional or phys-
ical duress and various pathologies from Physionet database
[21]. In fact, the LC-ADC is designed and modeled to cope
with all ECG signals that give heart rates from 30 beats per
minute (bpm) to 240 bpm [66]. Thus, the LC-ADC full scale,
FS, is set to 10 mV, the reference counter frequency, FC, is
equal to 10 kHz, and the reference counter resolution, N ,
is 12 bits for an M-bit LC-ADC where M is equal to 8.
In the present paper, the LC-ADC performance evaluation
test bench is illustrated in Fig. 6. As in Fig. 3, to obtain test
ECG signals that represent analog signals, the input data,
ECGdata, are up-sampled at 1 MHz to obtain the “analog”
signal, ECGin, with a fine time axis. This “analog” signal is
the LC-ADCmodel input. Besides, the signal reconstruction
to obtain uniformly sampled signal at Fref, ̂ECGoutLC, is oper-
ated due to linear interpolationwith a p-bit resolution. In fact,
the 1 kHz reconstruction frequency and the p-bit resolution
are the same as the S/H frequency, Fref, and the resolution,
m, respectively, in the SAR ADC to perform the quantitative
comparative study. Afterward, the LC-ADC evaluation met-
rics are computed from three vectors of data obtained during
the same time duration. They are the samples at the LC-
ADC output, ECGoutLC, and the linear interpolation output,
̂ECGoutLC, but also the SAR ADC output after truncation,
ECGtout, as described in Fig. 3.

To show comparative curves of LC-ADC output and SAR
ADC output, SAR ADC is chosen with 16-bit resolution and
1 kHz reference frequency. The test ECG data are the V1
lead of s0044lre from PTB diagnostic ECG (ptbdb) [21]. An
example of samples at the LC-ADC output versus the sam-
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Fig. 6 Performance evaluation test bench of (A2) the LC-ADC
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Fig. 7 LC-ADC output versus ECG SAR ADC output

ples at the SAR ADC output is given in Fig. 7. The patient of
s0044lre has a mean cardiac rhythm of 67 beats per minute
(bpm) and suffers frommyocardial infarctionwhich is a chal-
lengingmedical emergency. In this example, theQwave, that
is, generally before the R wave, is not observed. Between the
pointed data cursors, the LC-ADC delivers S samples, equal
to 184, whereas the SAR ADC delivers L samples, equal to
782 samples.

Between the pointed data cursors in Fig. 7, the SAR ADC
delivers L samples, equal to 782 samples of 16 bits each.
Alternatively, the LC-ADC delivers S samples. This num-
ber S is equal to 184 which needs 3680 bits if 8 bits per
ECGoutLC and 12 bits per TI are sent. However, the LC-ADC
can deliver only INC and DEC that are the required bits aside
with the first crossed level, ECGoutLC(1), to update LC-ADC
levels and to provide the exact samples at the LC-ADC out-
put before linear interpolation. This optimization makes the
amplitude output requires only 376 bits. As far as the time
intervals, TI, are concerned, they require 2208 bits for S sam-
ples. Thus, instead of 12512 bits at the SAR ADC output,
the LC-ADC can send only 2584 bits. Thus, this LC-ADC

with data optimization represents the architecture (A2). In
case of (A1) the SAR ADC with DWT compression at BCR
equal to 70%, the data length of 12,512 bits becomes equal
to 3754 bits. That confirms the SAR ADC output compres-
sion’s importance of test ECG signals or the use of LC-ADC
amplitude output optimization.

For the V1 lead of s0044lre, Fig. 8 shows different values
of time, amplitude and total data lengths in order to com-
pare the data lengths at the outputs of (A1) the SAR ADC
with DWT compression, (A2) the LC-ADC and other archi-
tectures. In fact, six architectures are compared. They are
the standalone SAR ADC, (A1) the SAR ADC with DWT
compression, the SAR ADC with DWT compression which
is followed by Huffman compression, the LC-ADC with
complete amplitudeoutput, (A2) theLC-ADCwithoptimiza-
tion of amplitude output, the LC-ADC with optimization of
amplitude output andHuffman compressionwhich is applied
to time intervals. In this paper, (A2) the LC-ADCmeans that
the LC-ADC is tested with optimization of amplitude output.
For the LC-ADC with optimization of amplitude output and
Huffman compression, the time intervals, TI, could be com-
pressed by a lossless compression method. However, this is
not the aim of this paper as Huffman will be a further com-
pression after the DWT compression or of the LC-ADC time
interval output. Thus, the authors carry out their comparative
study between (A1) and (A2).

This paper focuses on the event-driven ECG sensor to
reduce the message data length. The aim is to optimize data
transmission from a healthcare device to a distant control unit
in order to analyze patients’ ECG signals after ECG signal
reconstruction, features’ extraction can be added, and then,
patients’ identification and authentication can be operated.
The authors detail performance evaluationmetrics in the next
subsection in order to highlight the advantage of the event-
driven ECG sensor regarding SAR ADC-based ECG sensor.
SelectedECGsignals, ECGdata, for the inputs of performance
evaluation test benches are also included.

3.4 ECG Signals and EvaluationMetrics

Performance evaluation test benches of (A1) the SAR ADC
with DWT compression and (A2) the LC-ADC are illus-
trated in Figs. 3 and 6, respectively. The test ECG data at
their input, ECGdata, are downloaded from Physionet [21]. In
this paper, (A1) and (A2) are tested with 50 different normal
or pathological ECG signals. These signals are introduced
in Annex A. The selected signals cover normal and apnea,
ECG signals in addition to many pathological ECG signals
but also ECG signals during emotional or physical duress
which is described by ST segment variation. Pathologies are
frombradycardia, arrhythmia, atrial fibrillation and tachycar-
dia to the most critical one which is myocardial infarction.
The selected signals are frommany ECG databases as Apnea
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Fig. 8 ECG sensor with different signal acquisition and data compression architectures, namely (A1) the SAR ADC with DWT compression and
(A2) the LC-ADC with optimization of data transmission

ECG, MIT-BIH arrhythmia (mitdb), PTB diagnostic ECG
(ptbdb), long-term ST (lstdb), MIT-BIH atrial fibrillation
(afdb), MGH-MF waveform (mghdb) which have different
resolutions and sampling frequencies.

Evaluation metrics of (A1) the SAR ADC with DWT
compression and (A2) the LC-ADC performance evaluation
test benches are computed during the same given time dura-
tion, DT. Evaluation metrics of (A1) the SAR ADC with
DWT compression performance evaluation test bench are
cited below.

• The DWT compression percent root-mean-square differ-
ence, PRDSAR&DWT, is computed to evaluate the recovered
signal quality after DWT decompression.

• The data length of the SARADCwith DWT compression,
data__lengthSAR&DWT , is the data length in bits of the
selected coefficients after DWT compression during DT.

• The DWT bit compression ratio, BCRSAR&DWT, is the bit
compression ratio of DWT compression which is applied
on the SAR ADC output.

First, the PRDSAR&DWT is computed as defined in (9) from
(3) where L is replaced by nD, ECGout by ECGtout, ̂ECGout

by ̂ECGtout and ECGout by ECGtout.

(9)

PRDSAR&DWT (%)

� 100 ×

√
√
√
√
√

∑nD
i�1

(

ECGtout (i) − ̂ECGtout (i)
)2

∑nD
i�1

(

ECGtout (i) − ECGtout
)2

In fact, the first step of the DWT compression study in
Fig. 4 is the segmentationof L-lengthECGout inton segments
of length equal to D and their concatenation into L̂-length
ECGtout, as given in (7). When extracting PRDSAR&DWT,
results must be discussed according to SAR ADC effective
number of bits (ENOB). Indeed, ENOB represents the real
resolution of the ADC. Thus, signal quality of the overall
SAR ADC with DWT compression is PRDSAR&DWT versus
ENOB and not versus the SAR ADC resolution, m.

Second, theDWTcompression is applied n times on n seg-
ments, ECGtoutl, which length is equal to D. The data length,
nK ′, is thus obtained from the coefficients’ data length of the
DWT compression, ECGtcomp.Moreover, as each coefficient
is quantized to m bits, the data length in bits of (A1) is given
in (10).

data__lengthSAR&DWT(bits) � mnK ′ (10)

Conversely, the bit compression ratio, BCRSAR&DWT, of
SAR ADC with DWT compression depends only on the
BCR of DWT compression as defined in (2). Indeed, third,
BCRSAR&DWT is computed from (2) by replacing L by nD
and Lbcomp by data_lengthSAR&DWT which is defined in
(10). The third evaluation metric of (A1) is thus given in
(11).

BCRSAR&DWT(%) � mnD − mnK ′

mnD
� D − K ′

D
(11)

If the operated DWT compression corresponds to the
selected best-fit DWT that returns K

′
opt optimal coefficients,

data__lengthSAR&DWT in (10) and BCRSAR&DWT in (11)
have to be computed for K ′ equal to K

′
opt.

In this paper, to compare performances of (A1) the SAR
ADC with DWT compression and (A2) the LC-ADC, the
SAR ADC number of samples, nD, and the LC-ADC num-
ber of samples, S, must be taken in a given duration, DT,
respectively.

Evaluation metrics of (A2) the LC-ADC performance
evaluation test bench are four:

• The LC-ADC percent root-mean-square difference,
PRDLC - ADC, is computed to evaluate the recovered signal
quality after linear interpolation.

• The LC-ADC mean sampling frequency, Fmean, is com-
puted to approximate the data output frequency.

• The LC-ADC data length, data__lengthLC - ADC, is the
data length in bits of the LC-ADC outputs during DT.
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• The LC-ADC bit compression ratio, BCRLC - ADC, is com-
puted to evaluate the data reduction at the LC-ADC
outputs.

As far as the PRDLC - ADC is concerned, on the one
hand, the ECG signal quality is evaluated after linear inter-
polation at Fref to recover p-bit uniformly sampled ECG
signal, ̂ECGoutLC. On the other hand, during DT, ECGoutLC

has S samples. Consequently, the recovered digital signal,
̂ECGoutLC, has exactly nD samples during the same dura-
tion, DT. The PRDLC - ADC is hence defined in (12) where
ECGtout is the SAR ADC equivalent output after truncation
to nD samples as given in Fig. 6.

(12)

PRDLC - ADC (%)

� 100 ×

√
√
√
√
√

∑nD
i�1

(

ECGtout (i) − ̂ECGoutLC (i)
)2

∑nD
i�1

(

ECGtout (i) − ECGtout
)2

However, from the time intervals at the LC-ADC output,
the mean sampling frequency, Fmean, is computed as in (13)
whereTIi is the i th time interval between two successiveLCs,
FC is the reference counter frequency and S is the number of
time intervals.

Fmean �
(

1

S.FC

S
∑

i�1

TIi

)−1

(13)

As far as the LC-ADC data length in bits,
data__lengthLC - ADC, is concerned, it is equal to the
data length in bits of the samples at the LC-ADC output
added to the data length in bits of the time intervals at the
LC-ADC output. On the one part, during DT, the number
of samples, S, is reduced as in Fig. 8. In fact, only the first
M-bit amplitude sample is required besides all the INC and
DEC values that describe the other samples, ECGoutLC.
Thus, the data length in bits of the samples at the LC-ADC
output is equal to M + 2(S − 1). On the other part, the data
length in bits of the time intervals is NS with N the reference
counter resolution. Finally, the data__lengthLC - ADC is
given in (14).

data__lengthLC - ADC(bits) � (N + 2)S + M − 2 (14)

By the end, the LC-ADC bit compression ratio,
BCRLC - ADC, derives from the definition in (2). Indeed, L
is replaced by nD because of truncation of the samples at the
SAR ADC output, m by p which is the linear interpolation
resolution, and Lbcomp by data_lengthLC - ADC. Thus, the
last evaluation metric of (A2) is given in (15).

BCRLC - ADC(%) � pnD − ((N + 2)S + (M − 2))

pnD
(15)

The next section introduces MATLAB simulation results
regarding the performance evaluation test benches. Then, it
deals with quantitative comparison between (A1) the SAR
ADCwithDWTcompression and (A2) the LC-ADC in terms
of the defined evaluation metrics.

4 Evaluation Results and Discussions

To conduct the compression study, 50 ECG signals were
applied as test input. They are normal and pathologic ECG
signals selected with different shapes, amplitude ranges and
pathology types fromPhysionet database [21]. There are also
Apnea-ECG signals and ECG signals during emotional or
physical duress which is described by ST segment variation.
Each ECG input signal, ECGdata, is applied at the input of
the evaluation performance test bench of the SAR ADCwith
DWT compression. The SAR ADC samples at 1 kHz ref-
erence frequency. To compress SAR ADC output, all the
54 available MATLAB wavelet subfamilies of the Coiflet
(coif), Daubechies (db), Symlet (sym), DMeyer (dmey),
biorthogonal (bior) and reverse biorthogonal (rbio) families
are generated using MATLAB functions. Simulations are
operated considering three parameters: the decomposition
matrix dimensions, D×D, the wavelet decomposition level,
J , and the number of selected coefficients to compress the
signal, K ′. The PRDSAR&DWT upper limit is equal to 9%.

This section starts with some preliminary results and best-
fit wavelet subfamily with K ′, D and J selection for the SAR
ADC with DWT compression. Afterward, the performances
are discussed according to the selected DWT, K ′, D and J .
In addition, each test ECG signal, ECGdata, is also applied at
the input of the evaluation performance test bench of the LC-
ADC. Then, the results for the LC-ADC output are presented
and discussed. Finally, the authors compare the compres-
sion and signal quality of (A1) the SAR ADC with DWT
compression versus (A2) the LC-ADC in terms of percent
root-mean-square difference, bit compression ratio and data
length in bits.

4.1 Preliminary Results

Preliminary simulations were done for a single test ECG sig-
nal which is the I lead of s0044lre from PTB diagnostic ECG
(ptbdb) with all the wavelet subfamilies of MATLAB. Each
subfamily is set for wavelet decomposition levels, J , from 2
to 4, and for decompositionmatrix dimensions, D×D, equal
to 64×64. Besides, as the decomposition matrix is invert-
ible and matrix dimensions are required to be a power of 2
to design analysis and synthesis filters, the authors observe
preliminary results also for D equal to 128, 256 and 512.
On the one hand, lower values of D may not show enough
decomposition matrix rows with many zeros to obtain data
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Fig. 9 Bit compression ratio of DWT compression on the SARADC output for the I lead of s0044lre ECG signal from PTB diagnostic ECG (ptbdb)
for D � 64, D � 128, D � 256 and D � 512 (from top to down) for different values of wavelet decomposition level
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Table 5 Bit compressio ratio, BCRSAR&DWT(%), of SAR ADC with
DWT compression for bior3.3 and Haar wavelet subfamilies for D �
128

DWT Level

2 3 4 5

bior3.3 75% 86.72% 91.41% 92.97%

Haar 73.44% 82.03% 85.16% 85.94%

decompositions in small and high coefficients. On the other
hand, increasing dimensions from 64 to 512 has a slight
effect on compression ratio and higher values of D show pre-
cisely the same results. For the selected ECG signal and for
a PRDSAR&DWT upper limit that is equal to 9%, Fig. 9 shows
that the BCRSAR&DWT varies between 54.7% and 93.5% for
many configurations of D and J . For the test ECG signal, the
best wavelet subfamilies are the bior3.3, bior3.5, bior3.7 and
bior3.9 with D equal to 512 and J equal to 4. Increasing the
wavelet decomposition level, J , leads to a better compres-
sion performance, namely from 2 to 3. For example, Table 5
gives the BCRSAR&DWT values for bior3.3 and Haar for J
from 2 to 5. These help to observe that J is fixed till third
wavelet decomposition level because for higher values of J ,
performances do not vary significantly. In fact, for bior3.3
wavelet subfamily, BCRSAR&DWT has increased from 75 to
86.72%when J varies from 2 to 3,whereas increasing J from
3 to 4 adds almost 5% to the BCRSAR&DWT, and from 4 to 5
adds only 1.56% to the previous BCRSAR&DWT.

The performances in terms of PRDSAR&DWT concerning
the number of decomposition matrix rows, K ′, retained by
the OMP are also analyzed for (J , D) equal to (2, 64), (2,
128), (3, 64) or (3, 128) for all test ECG signals. For the sake
of clarity, these results are not presented in this paper since
that requires four figures for each subfamily. As expected,
the PRDSAR&DWT increases when the number of selected
rows, K ′, decreases. In fact, the more decomposition matrix
rows are discarded from data representation, the more infor-
mation is lost. In the case of bior3.3 wavelet subfamily,
18.75–28.12% of the decomposition matrix rows are needed
for a 9% PRDSAR&DWT for all the test ECG signals depend-
ing on the decomposition matrix dimensions and the wavelet
decomposition level. Thus, the correspondent BCRSAR&DWT

varies from 71.87 to 81.25%. The maximum value of K ′ is
equal to 17 and 36 for J equal to 2 in the case of 64 and
128 matrix dimensions, respectively. The minimum value of
BCRSAR&DWT is equal to 73.43% and 71.87%, respectively.
For J equal to 2 and D equal to 64, at least 26.56% of bior3.3
wavelet coefficients must not be zeroed to recover ECG sig-
nals with 9% PRDSAR&DWT or less. This corresponds to a
minimum value of BCRSAR&DWT equal to 73.43%. Further-
more, for J equal to 3, the minimum value of K ′ is equal
to 8 and 11 for D equal to 64 and 128, respectively. These

are promising values for BCRSAR&DWT equal to 87.5% and
91.4% but guarantee a 9% PRDSAR&DWT only for one test
ECG signal. To sum up, preliminary simulation results show
that bior3.3 wavelet subfamily is not always the best choice
to compress the uniformly sampled ECG signals if the 9%
PRDSAR&DWT criterion is respected. The best-fitDWT selec-
tion results are presented in the next subsection.

4.2 Best-Fit DWT Selection

To achieve a complete study of the DWT compression after
SAR ADC, all available MATLAB orthogonal and biorthog-
onal subfamilies have been applied to the 50 real ECG signals
as in the performance evaluation test bench of Fig. 3. Com-
pression results are obtained for (L , D) equal to (2, 64), (2,
128), (3, 64) or (3, 128). Using 54 wavelet subfamilies, com-
pression results are studied with MATLAB boxplot function
from statistics andmachine learning toolbox. In fact, the box-
plot function is a statistical representation that describes the
data distribution by delimiting with a box its 25th percentile
(first quartile) and 75th percentile (third quartile), and by two
horizontal lines its minimum and maximum values. It also
indicates with a line inside the box the median value of the
distributed data.

In Fig. 10, a statistical variation range of BCRSAR&DWT is
presented for the wavelet subfamilies. Using the flowchart in
Fig. 4, the number of themost significant coefficients, K ′, sat-
isfying the 9%PRDSAR&DWT varies according to the wavelet
subfamily, J , D and the test ECG signal. Many wavelet
subfamilies are not appropriate to the compression of the
uniformly sampledECG signals regarding others, namely the
rbio3.1wavelet. In fact, it presents the highest variation range
of K ′ for all decomposition matrix dimensions and wavelet
decomposition levels. This choice delivers the lowest varia-
tion range of BCRSAR&DWT that was already detected in the
preliminary results presented in Fig. 9. In Fig. 10 (a), there
are some exceptions, known as outliners, that are the values
outside the boxplot range between the minimum and maxi-
mum values. The outliners are present for subfamilies which
median, first quartile and third quartile are identical. More-
over, the range between the maximum and the minimum is
proportional to the range between the first and third quartiles.
That hence explains the presence of outliners suggesting that
some test ECG signals use more or less coefficients than
almost all the test ECG signals. For example, db1 selects 17
coefficients and BCRSAR&DWT is equal to 73.43% for almost
all the test ECG signals. However, it rarely selects 13, 15 or
16 coefficients to obtain higher bit compression ratios.

Still, from Fig. 10, regarding all the subfamilies, the
authors focus on the highest value of the first quartile among
the 54 subfamilies rather than the highest value of the third
quartile, the maximum, the minimum or the median. This
ensures that at least 25% of the test ECG signals satisfy a
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 10 Selected coefficient number after DWT compression of SAR ADC outputs regarding a PRD equal to 9% versus wavelet subfamilies for (2,
64), (2, 128), (3, 64) and (3 ,128) configurations (from top to down)

PRDSAR&DWT of at most 9% for a given wavelet subfamily
with the lowest value of BCRSAR&DWT as defined in (11).

Thus, according to Fig. 10, for J equal to 2 and D equal
to 64, bior3.3, bior3.5, bior3.7 and bior3.9 wavelet subfami-
lies that ensure K ′

opt equal to 17 and BCRSAR&DWT equal to
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Table 6 Wavelet decomposition results for a 9% PRDSAR&DWT

(J , D) K ′
opt BCRSAR&DWT (%) Wavelet subfamilies

(2, 64) 17 73.43 bior3.3, bior3.5,
bior3.7, bior3.9

(2, 128) 32 75.00 bior3.1, bior3.3,
bior3.5, bior3.7,
bior3.9

(3, 64) 10 84.37 coif2, rbio1.3, db4,
bior2.2, sym5

(3, 128) 20 84.37 bior3.3, bior3.5,
bior3.7, bior3.9

73.43% are the selected ones. These subfamilies can reach
a 76.56% BCRSAR&DWT for 75% of the test ECG signals.
These results and those for other configurations of J and D
are summarized in Table 6.

In Table 6, it is shown that selected subfamilies are sim-
ilar except for (J , D) equal to (3, 64). Besides, dimension
increase does not importantly affect the compression ratio
but requires two times larger number of ECG samples to be
compressed. For D equal to 64 and wavelet decomposition
level, J , going from 2 to 3 increases 1.5 times the complexity
of the analysis tree. In fact, three high-pass (HP) filters and
three low-pass (LP) filters are required instead of two HP
filters and two LP filters. For example, for bior3.3 subfamily
which is the least complex among selected subfamilies for
(J , D) equal to (2, 64), each LP analysis filter has 8 coeffi-
cients and eachHP analysis filter has 4 coefficients. However,
in the biorthogonal family, bior2.2 and bior3.1 subfamilies
have the least numbers of filter coefficients. The factorized
values of filter coefficients are given in Table 7. The number
of operations to evaluate filter coefficients is the same, but
the bior2.2 filter processing requires more processing cycles
as it needs 5 cycles instead of 4 for bior3.1. In addition, from
an implementation point of view, using those biorthogonal
wavelet subfamilies leads to implement multiplier-free fil-
ters in the tree-structured filter banks. As the coefficients of
such filters are the addition of powers of 2, there is no added
quantization error while performing DWT decomposition.
The quantization is only used to code

√
2 on m bits which is

equal to the SAR ADC resolution.
Thereby, following the SAR ADC and for all test ECG

signals, the best-fit configuration of DWT compression is
obtained for bior3.1 subfamily with J equal to 2, D equal
to 64, K ′ equal to 17 and thus BCRSAR&DWT equal to
73.43%. To add some margin to PRDSAR&DWT, the opti-
mal value of K ′, K ′

opt, is fixed at 18. Thus, BCRSAR&DWT

is always equal to 71.875% as the chosen value of 18 coef-
ficients out of 64 coefficients is obtained from 64 samples
at the SAR ADC output regardless SAR ADC resolution.
The SAR ADC with DWT compression performance eval-

Table 7 Bior2.2 and bior3.1 analysis filter coefficients

Filter coefficients

bior2.2
LP analysis filter

√
2 × [

0,−2−3, 2−2, 2−2 + 2−1, 2−2,−2−3
]

bior2.2
HP analysis filter

√
2 × [

0, 2−2,−2−1, 2−2, 0, 0
]

bior3.1
LP analysis filter

√
2 × [−2−2, 2−2 + 2−1, 2−2 + 2−1,−2−2

]

bior3.1
HP analysis filter

√
2 × [−2−3, 2−3 + 2−2,−2−3 − 2−2, 2−3

]
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Fig. 11 PRDSAR&DWT versus SARADC effective number of bits where
SAR ADC is followed by bior3.1 compression with BCRSAR&DWT
equal to 71.87%

uation test bench of Fig. 3 is then processed for different
ECGdata and configurations. In fact, the test ECG signal
quality in terms of PRDSAR&DWT depends on the effective
number of bits, ENOB, equal to 8, 10, 12, 14 and 16. The
results are summarized in Fig. 11 and show the best values of
DWT compression only for ENOB higher than 8. In fact, for
ENOB equal to 8 bits, the PRDSAR&DWT values are roughly
between3.75%and5.5% for 75%of the test ECGsignals. For
ENOB equal to 10, 12, 14 and 16, PRDSAR&DWT is generally
between 2.5% and 4.5% for 75% of the test ECG signals. In
the next subsection, the authors compare LC-ADC evalua-
tion metrics, PRDLC - ADC, Fmean and BCRLC - ADC, for the
50 test ECG signals.

4.3 LC-ADC Performances

LC-ADC behavioral simulations are done with the same
50 real ECG records that are used for the SAR ADC with
DWT compression performance evaluation test-bench. As
explained in Fig. 6, the signals are up-sampled at 1 MHz
frequency. This step is done to obtain signals that are repre-
sentative of analog signals with a fine time axis. Then, since
the LC-ADC resolution, M, has already been chosen in [66],
the converter model is only simulated with a resolution equal
to 8. This value is typical for ECG amplitude quantization
and also ensures good quality signal reconstruction which
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Fig. 12 Mean sampling
frequency and BCRLC - ADC
versus ECG signal number with
BCRLC - ADC computed for a
16-bit reconstruction resolution

Fig. 13 PRDLC - ADC and
BCRLC - ADC versus ECG signal
number for LC-ADC with
BCRLC - ADC computed for a
16-bit reconstruction resolution
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requires at least 8-bit resolution [67, 68]. The LC-ADC full
scale is set to 10 mV. As far as the counter is concerned, the
resolution, N , is 12 bits and the reference counter frequency,
FC, is 10 kHz for the 8-bit LC-ADC. For the LC-ADC per-
formance evaluation test bench, simulations are carried out
over the same time duration DT of the SAR ADCwith DWT
compression. The simulations are done during DT equal to
one second for every test ECG signal which contains at least
one P wave, one QRS complex and one T wave.

The BCRLC - ADC and the Fmean performances are given
in Fig. 12, for all the 50 test ECG signals. Generally, the
more the samples at the LC-ADC output are, the more the
mean sampling frequency is, the less the bit compression
ratio is. The BCRLC - ADC varies from 69.9 to 92.35%. Cer-
tainly, and at the opposite of the samples at the SAR ADC
output, the results are different from a test ECG signal to
another since the number of samples depends on the test ECG
signal amplitude and frequency. The 8-bit LC-ADCwith 12-
bit reference counter samples at a mean sampling frequency
between 109 Hz and 348 Hz, whereas generally used SAR
ADC sampling frequency is always 1 kHz as provided in the
present paper and many works in the literature.

As far as the PRDLC - ADC values are concerned, they
are also evaluated for all test ECG signals and presented
with BCRLC - ADC values which are computed for p equal
to 16 bits in linear interpolation algorithm. The results in
Fig. 13 show no correlation between these two performances.
The PRDLC - ADC values vary from 1.25 to 7.25%, whereas
BCRLC - ADC values move from 69.9 to 92.35%. To sum up,
LC-ADC sampling efficiency depends on the test ECG sig-

nal. In fact, for high-frequency and high-amplitude waves,
the LC-ADC activity increases.

The next subsection compares the percent root-mean-
square difference, the bit compression ratio and the data
length in bits of (A1) the SAR ADC with DWT compres-
sion and (A2) the LC-ADC in ECG sensors.

4.4 LC-ADCVersus SAR ADCwith bior3.1
Compression

The bit compression ratio of the LC-ADC, BCRLC - ADC,
as given in (15), is computed for a p-bit reconstruction
resolution and 1 kHz reconstruction frequency. Indeed, the
LC-ADC input is an analog signal, the LC-ADC output is
a digital compressed data, whereas compression ratio is a
digital performance. For a given signal, the BCRLC - ADC val-
ues increase when reconstruction resolution, p, varies from
8, 10, 12, 14 to 16. For instance, if p is equal to 16, the
reconstruction recovers a 16-bit code every 1 ms indepen-
dently from their positions in the test ECG signal. Thus,
for a given signal, it is obvious that the 16-bit reconstructed
LC-ADC output is more performant in terms of bit com-
pression ratio than lower reconstruction resolutions. As far
as (A1) is concerned, DWT compresses all the SAR ADC
samples including clinically and nonclinically relevant parts
in the test ECG signal. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 14, the
BCRSAR&DWT is equal to 71.87% for all the test ECG sig-
nals. Adversely, LC-ADC compression is signal dependent.
More than 50% of the test ECG signals are compressed with
BCRLC - ADC higher than 80% if computed regarding a 16-
bit reconstruction resolution. For p equal to 8, 75% of test
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Fig. 14 BCRSAR&DWT for SAR ADC with best-fit DWT compression
versus BCRLC - ADC where the BCRLC - ADC is computed regarding p-
bit reconstruction resolution

Fig. 15 PRDSAR&DWT for SAR ADC of ENOB equal to 12, 14 or 16
with best-fit DWT compression versus PRDLC - ADC which is computed
for p � ENOB

ECG signals offer a BCRLC - ADC equal to 70.17% which is
almost the same value as BCRSAR&DWT for the best-fit DWT
compression with J equal to 2 and D equal to 64 after 1-kHz
SAR ADC.

As mentioned in the SAR ADC state of the art, a 10-bit
SAR ADC provides an ENOB of 6.63 and a 12-bit SAR
ADC provides an ENOB of 11.77. The authors in this sub-
section are interested only in ENOBs that are equal to 12,
14 and 16. Thus, PRD results are summarized in Fig. 15
where the PRDSAR&DWT results are computed for SARADC
with the best-fit DWT compression. That is compared to the
PRDLC - ADC results according to the reconstruction resolu-
tions, p, which are equal to the selected values of ENOB. In
fact, the LC-ADCdelivers non-uniform samples and requires
linear interpolation to recover p-bit 1 kHz uniformly sam-
pled signal. The recovered signal is used to evaluate the
PRDLC - ADC regarding the SAR ADC output for a given
value of ENOB equal to p. Figure 15 shows that the LC-
ADC almost performs the same as the SAR ADCwith DWT
compression in terms of PRD. Thus, as this paper aims at
optimizing data transmission in order to save data transmis-
sion power in RF sensor networks, the authors quantitatively
compare data lengths in bits of (A1) the SAR ADC with
DWT compression to the ones of (A2) the LC-ADC.

Fig. 16 Data length form-bit SARADCwith best-fitDWTcompression
versus LC-ADC data length during one second

Since LC-ADChas non-uniform outputs, the authors need
to adopt a same time duration, DT, to compare data length
of (A1) to (A2) for all the test ECG signals. If this DT is
equal to one second, an m-bit SAR ADC at 1 kHz S/H fre-
quency delivers m kbits during one second of conversion.
This amount is reduced tom(1 − BCRSAR&DWT)kbitswhich
is due to the reached compression ratio, BCRSAR&DWT, equal
to 71.87%. For a 12-bit SAR ADC with DWT compression,
this amount is 3.375 kbits. As far as the proposed 8-bit LC-
ADC with 12-bit reference counter is concerned, the mean
sampling frequency is between 109 Hz and 348 Hz which
depends on the test ECG signal.

Besides, it delivers 3.786 kbits for 75%of test ECGsignals
during one second of continuous-time sampling as presented
in Fig. 16. This data length in bits is located between data
lengths at the outputs of 12-bit and 14-bit SAR ADCs with
DWT compression. Furthermore, the proposed LC-ADC is
more advantageous than a 16-bit SARADCwith DWT com-
pression for 94% of the test ECG signals. Thus, it will be
more beneficial to use the LC-ADC instead of the SARADC
with DWT compression especially for recent ECG acquisi-
tion systems that require 16-bit resolution [7, 9].

From this quantitative comparison, the performances of
(A1) the SAR ADC with DWT compression show simi-
larities, advantages and disadvantages when compared to
(A2) the LC-ADC. In fact, they recover approximately
the same ranges of percent root-mean-square differences,
PRDSAR&DWT, as the ones of PRDLC - ADC, for different val-
ues of ENOB and of linear interpolation resolutions. As far
as compression ratio is concerned, (A1) the SAR ADC with
DWT compression has a constant value of bit compression
ratio,and thus, data length is expected to be reduced before
data transmission. However, the LC-ADC and 8-bit linear
interpolation deliver a BCRLC - ADC equal to 70.17%, for
75% of the test ECG signals, which is slightly lower than
the constant value of compression in (A1). Finally, the draw-
back of (A1) is that the data length is always constant as the
bit compression ratio is constant too. That is considered as
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a drawback because the data length in bits of (A2) is lower
than the data length in bits of:

• the 16-bit SAR ADC with DWT compression for 94% of
the test ECG signals,

• the 14-bit SAR ADC with DWT compression for 82% of
the test ECG signals,

• the 12-bit SAR ADC with DWT compression for 68% of
the test ECG signals.

Consequently, if existent SAR ADC-based ECG sensor
requires more than 14-bit resolution, the LC-ADC can be
perceived as a better architecture to obtain the same signal
quality but with lower message data length to transmit to the
physician distant control unit. Nonetheless, if the existent
SAR ADC-based ECG sensor requires a resolution which is
lower than or equal to 12 bits, the ECG sensor’s production
should be maintained if it meets the patient and the physician
requirements.

Finally, the authors conducted this quantitative compara-
tive study while considering the ECG signal quality in the
presence of noise and the ECG signal acquisition circuit
complexity. On the one hand, the authors have already con-
ducted another work in order to assess the proposed design
according to systematic time-quantization error and analog
components’ non-idealities [66]. The findings of this work
can be summarized as follows: First, with offset voltage
errors, the PRDLC - ADC is kept lower than 9%, thus reflecting
good quality signals. Second, when referring to simulation
results with DACs nonlinearities and commercialized DACs
specifications, good signal quality was reached.

On the other hand, architecture complexity can be iden-
tified according to three performances: circuit area, cir-
cuit propagation delay and circuit power consumption. For
instance, in 180 nm CMOS technology, the circuit areas of
(A1) and (A2) are approximately equal to 0.45 mm2 and
0.2 mm2, respectively. In fact, SAR ADC area is computed
from the mixed-signal chip of [14], DWT compression area
is computed from the signal processing chip of [53], and esti-
mated LC-ADC area from the layout is already computed in
one of the authors’ previous work [66]. Thus, in terms of
area the LC-ADC is also a promising architecture. As far
as the propagation delay is concerned, the authors evaluate
the propagation delays of the comparator which is equal to
5 ns and the digital levels’ update circuit which is equal to
0.8 ns. Added to that, the DAC’s settling time in the 180 nm
UMC CMOS technology is estimated to be at most 62 ns.
The total delay is at most 68 ns for the LC-ADC. That is in
fact lower than the reference counter period equal to 0.1 ms
to prevent from the increase in the time offset and hence from
harmonic distortion. TheLC-ADC requires in its architecture
an 8-bit DAC that provides the output 62 ns after the input is
injected. Nonetheless, the SAR ADC requires in its architec-

ture a 12-bit DAC that provides the output more than 62 ns
after the input is injected. Moreover, the DWT compression
will also require more propagation delay to deliver the DWT
compression output as it is composed of filters, decimators,
detection, estimation and level thresholding [53]. Noting that
power consumption is equal to 78.8µWin case of SARADC
with two different sampling frequencies and Huffman com-
pression for test ECG signal [14], whereas it is only equal to
2.42 µW in case of LC-ADC for test sinewave signal [20]
which is not really concluding. In fact, to the best of the
authors’ knowledge, no other works have been conducted to
measure power consumption with test ECG signals.

To conclude, PRD of (A1) the SAR ADC with DWT
compression and (A2) the LC-ADC are similar despite the
presence of noise as in [66]. Distinctively, data length to be
transmitted after (A2) is lower than the one to be transmit-
ted after (A1) with 14-bit resolution as shown in Fig. 16 for
82% of the test ECG signals. In addition, (A2) is also prefer-
able than (A1) covering area, propagation delay and power
consumption. Thus, the leaders in design and manufacturing
of mixed-signal processing integrated circuits should more
investigate on the event-drivenECG sensors. For example, an
autonomous wireless sensor node with asynchronous ECG
monitoring has been proposed with a 3.8-mm2 area and 9.7-
µW power consumption in 180 nm CMOS technology [20]
but not completely tested with ECG signals yet.

5 Conclusion

This paper quantitatively compares the SARADCwithDWT
compression to the LC-ADC starting with ECG signal acqui-
sition and data compression state of the art. Then, it reviews
the required tools to deal with the quantitative comparative
study, namely the SAR ADC architecture, the DWT defini-
tion, its parameters and its related compression method. It
also explains the performance evaluation test bench of (A1)
the SAR ADC with DWT compression architecture. More-
over, (A2) theLC-ADCarchitecture, the LC-ADCmodel and
performance evaluation test bench are described aswell as the
evaluation metrics of both compared architectures. Finally,
performance evaluation results are discussed to show similar-
ities between the two architectures in terms of signal quality
for different configurations. However, the aim is to opti-
mize data transmission and therefore reduce the ECG sensor
power consumption of the RF transmission. Accordingly, the
proposed 8-bit LC-ADC with 12-bit and 10-kHz reference
counter delivers less data than the 14-bit SAR ADC with
DWT compression for 82% of the test ECG signals. Conse-
quently, the 16-bit or 14-bit SARADCwould be replaced by
the LC-ADC in the commercialized ECG sensors.

This quantitative comparative study and its uses are lim-
ited to models, algorithms and simulations with test ECG
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signals from Physionet databases. Meanwhile, SAR ADC
results should be improved by the acquisition of ECG signals
from existent ECG test devices instead of test ECG sig-
nals from Physionet databases. Then, DWT compression can
be implemented on field programmable gate array (FPGA)
and tested on the acquisition of ECG signals. Besides, more
digital signal processing and lossless compression will be
also implemented and tested. In fact, a lossless compression,
such as the Huffman coding, can be adopted for the DWT
selected coefficients. As far as the LC-ADC is concerned,
the authors have to send to the foundry the CMOS circuit
design files. An LC-ADC test platform will be achieved in
order to test ECG signal acquisition. Afterward, the com-
parison of (A1) the SAR ADC with DWT compression to
(A2) the LC-ADC will be more effective. Following that,
a lossless compression, such as the Huffman coding, can
be adopted after the LC-ADC to the values that are higher
than a given amplitude level and to all time intervals. Future
works will also deal with an event-driven ECG device with
onlineECGfeatures’ extraction from theLC-ADCoptimized
outputs, identification and authentication of patients. Addi-
tionally to the LC-ADC, the bradycardia requires the highest
value of the reference counter resolution that is equal to 12
bits. Meanwhile, other pathologies require lower values of
the reference counter resolution. Consequently, pathology-
centric event-drivenECGsensorswhich are different in terms
of LC-ADC’s reference counter resolution would be pro-
posed.
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Annex A

Test ECGdata, ECGdata, are applied at the input of evaluation
performances test benches of Figs. 3 and 6. That data are
downloaded from Physionet [21], and 50 different normal,
apnea or pathological ECG signals are used as well as ECG

signals in the presence of emotional and physical duress. The
selected signals, as presented in Table 8, cover normal and
Apnea-ECG signals in addition to many pathological ECG
signals. Pathologies are from bradycardia, arrhythmia, atrial
fibrillation and tachycardia to the most critical one which is
myocardial infarction.

The selected signals are from many ECG databases as
Apnea-ECG(apnea-ecg),MIT-BIHarrhythmia (mitdb), PTB
diagnostic ECG (ptbdb), long-term ST (lstdb), MIT-BIH
atrial fibrillation (afdb),MGH-MFwaveform (mghdb)which
havedifferent resolutions and sampling frequencies.A record
can contain 1 lead as record “a03” from “apnea-ecg,” 2 leads
as for record “04048” from “afdb,” 12 leads as for “202” from
“mitdb” and 15 leads as for “s0101lre” from “ptbdb.” Thus,
Table 8 contains information covering record reference and
its lead reference, pathology or record description or normal
ECG, time duration of the tested segment that contains at
least one P wave, one QRS complex and one T wave, and
sampling information according to the database acquisition.
These information are provided to all the test ECG signals
that are numbered from 1 to 50. Notations are explained as
follows:

(a) Only one available ECG lead
(b) Standard 12-lead ECG
(c) Frank vectorcardiographic system (Vx, Vy, Vz)
(d) Premature ventricular contractions (PVC)
(e) Two ECG leads that are obtained by ambulatory records
(f) 24-hour ECG holter monitoring with rhythm changes

and ECG signal changes
(g) Only two available ECG leads
(h) Atrial premature complexes (APC)
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Table 8 Test ECG signals from Physionet database

ECG signal number Record/lead Pathology or description or normal Segment duration (s) Resolution/sampling frequency

Physionet database: Apnea-ECG (apnea-ecg)

1 a03/ECGa Apnea 2.57 12 bits/100 Hz

2 a05/ECGa

3 a07/ECGa

4 a10/ECGa

5 a11/ECGa

6 a15/ECGa

7 a16/ECGa

8 a17/ECGa

Physionet database: MIT-BIH arrhythmia (mitdb)

9 202/ IIb Bradycardia (49–59 bpm) 2.85 11 bits/360 Hz

10 217/IIb PVCa

11 217/V1b

12 219/IIb Bradycardia (38–59 bpm)

13 221/V1b Atrial fibrillation (47–110 bpm)

14

15 223/IIb PVCa

16 230/IIb Wolff–Parkinson–White (WPW)
syndrome

17 231/IIb Second-degree heart block

18 233/IIb PVCa

Physionet database: PTB diagnostic ECG (ptbdb)

19 s0044lre/Ib Myocardial infarction 2.05 16 bits/1000 Hz

20 s0044lre/IIb

21 s0044lre/aVRb

22 s0044lre/V1b

23 s0044lre/aVLb

24 s0101lre/V2b

25 s0101lre/V3b

26 s0101lre/V5b

27 s0101lre/V6b

28 s0101lre/Vxc

Physionet database: long-term ST (lstdb)

29 s20011/IIe ST segment variation 4.1 12 bits/250 Hz

30 s20011/V2e 2.05

31 s20041/ECGf 1.02

32 s20111/V2e 4.1

33 s20141/IIe 2.05

Physionet database: MIT-BIH atrial fibrillation (afdb)

34 04048/ECG1g Atrial fibrillation 2.05 12 bits/250 Hz

35 04746/ECG2g

36 04936/ECG2g

37 05121/ECG1g
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Table 8 continued

ECG signal number Record/lead Pathology or description or normal Segment duration (s) Resolution/sampling frequency

Physionet database: PTB diagnostic ECG (ptbdb)

38 s0476_re/V2b Normal 2.05 16bits/1000 Hz

39 s0476_re/V3b

40 s0476_re/V4b

41 s0476_re/Vxc

42 s0476_re/V6b

43 s0476_re/V5b

Physionet database: MGH-MF waveform (mghdb)

44 mgh010/Ib Ventricular hypertrophy 1.42 12 bits/360 Hz

45 mgh017/IIb

46 mgh027/IIb

47

Physionet database: MIT-BIH arrhythmia (mitdb)

48 102/V5b Paced rhythm 2.85 11 bits/360 Hz

49 103/IIb APC

50 103/V2b APC
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